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Structure of session

1. Context: Knowledge for Wildfire project

2. Researcher survey: aim, methods, 
results, what next
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Rural-urban interface: Upton Heath, 

Dorset, June 2011
Moorland: Harbottle, Northumberland  

April 2007
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CONTEXT

KNOWLEDGE FOR WILDFIRE PROJECT

Improving management of UK wildfire through knowledge exchange
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KE Fellow’s role

NERC 
researchers

Wildfire 
management 
practitioners 

& policy-
makers

KE 

Fellow

• Funded for 2 years at 2 days a week, Oct 2012 - Sep 2014

• Top up funding from NERC; from 1st Oct 2013 �1.5 days a week, 

extended to 3rd year
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KfWf project aims

• To maximise the use of existing NERC-funded 

research and promote mutually beneficial new 

research and KE projects on wildfire;

improve the evidence base for managing 

wildfire risk in the UK

• To assist the management of wildfire risk in the 

UK at all stages from prevention to response 

and recovery
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Who we are
http://kfwf.org.uk/about/staff/

Ioanna (Jo) Tantanasi

Administrative 

assistant

Julia McMorrow

KE Fellow, 

KfWf project leader

Gareth Clay

Communications 

officer

Steering Group

Paul Hedley CFOA Wildfire Group

Steve Barnes Civil Contingencies Secretariat, Cabinet Office

Phil Philippou Resilience and Emergencies Division, DCLG

Jonathan Aylen Manchester Business School

Simon Thorp The Heather Trust

http://kfwf.org.uk/about/steeringgroup/
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KfWf project objectives

1. Connect emerging cross-sector and 

cross-disciplinary interests in wildfire; 

awareness-raising and advocacy role 

2. Apply NERC's existing fire-related 

research, and use research to adapt

(add value to) user data  

3. Create/facilitate new partnership 

research and KE which addresses 

knowledge gaps 
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Who does 

what 

research?

Connect

NERC 
research 

communities

Structural 
fire
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Fire 

sector

• England and Wales 

Wildfire Forum

• Scottish Wildfire 

Forum
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KfWf approach & Activities

‘Know-what’ 

‘Know-why’

‘Know-how’

Reports, Papers, 

Researcher survey

GMFRS IRS

mapping project

NERC PURE KTA 

project with Forestry

Commission 9

‘Know-who’

Networking: 

• wildfire@ 

manchester

events

• Conference 

sessions

• Attending 

workshops & 

Forums

• Website

www.Kfwf.org.uk

• Twitter  

KfWf_Manchester

RESEARCHER SURVEY
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Motive and Aim

Practitioners and policy-makers require evidence-

based decisions, but don’t know who to go to.

Aim: to ascertain the UK’s current research capability 

on vegetation fire, including strengths and 

knowledge gaps

• ‘Who Does What’ survey of UK researchers working 

on vegetation fire, starting with environmental and 

physical science academics 

• For KfWf website; dynamic, open -- invite others in 

the wildfire community to contribute
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Method
1. Knowledge gaps from FIRES seminar series policy brief (2010). Delphi 

process

2. Living With Environmental Change (LWEC)’s Envirobase � £4 M fire-

related research projects 

3. Email survey of 22 key contacts.  Replies or on behalf of 20 the 22 

researchers contacted, from 11 of the 15 universities.

Researchers were asked: 

� To provide a brief outline of their research; 

� To suggest ways in which the two wildfire stakeholder forums 

(England and Wales Wildfire Forum (EWWF), and Scottish Wildfire 

Forum) might interact with or support their work

Analysed responses � keywords � Draft research capability matrix

4. Extending survey through KfWf. Asking researchers for a ‘taster’ 

slide, which will be linked to the matrix.

12
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What NERC/EPSRC fire researchers study
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VEGETATION 

FIRE: Prescribed 

fire,

Wildfire

Fire 
behaviour

Fire 
ecology

Hydrology, 

water 

quality

Carbon 

budget

Paleofire

Climate 
change

Smoke, 

emissions

Etc…

Key theme 1 

Environmental

impacts of 

prescribed 

burning on 

heather 

moorland

�

�

�

Key theme 1: Environmental impact of prescribed burning
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Rotational burning of heather 

for grouse moor management 

& grass moors for pasture

• Reflects long-standing controversy 

about impact on biodiversity, soil, 

carbon budget, water quality

• And whether it reduces or increases 

wildfire. Policy disconnect

Advantages Disadvantages

• Heightened by current carbon agenda

and ecosystem services of UK peatlands

• Conflicting findings from NERC projects
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FIREMAN: Fire management to 

maintain biodiversity and 

mitigate economic loss (2009-13)

What NERC/EPSRC fire researchers study
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VEGETATION 

FIRE: Prescribed 

fire,

Wildfire

Fire 
behaviour

Fire 
ecology

Hydrology, 

water 

quality

Carbon 

budget

Paleofire

Climate 
change

Smoke, 

emissions

Etc…

Key theme 2

Past relationships 

between fire, 

climate, 

vegetation and 

humans

Halsall et al. FIREMAN project

Pollen and charcoal in 

peat cores . Burn scars in 

tree rings
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How vegetation fire is studied
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Methods

Experi-
mental 

burns; lab 
and field Vegetation 

and soil 
survey

Paleo-
ecology

Remote 
sensing GIS

Modelling

Etc…

Key theme 3 

Combustion 

of vegetation 

and peat 

soil. Also fire 

behaviour

Key theme 2: Combustion and fire behaviour
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• Combustion of vegetation and 

peat soils (lab and field burns)

• Knowledge gap: behaviour of 

high intensity summer fires in 

UK conditions; most fieldwork 

uses prescribed fires in winter 

legal burn season, or fire 

behaviour models not adapted 

to UK conditions
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How vegetation fire is studied
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Methods

Experi-
mental 

burns; lab 
and field Vegetation 

and soil 
survey

Paleo-
ecology

Remote 
sensing GIS

Modelling

Etc…

Key theme 4 

Remote 

sensing of fire, 

especially at 

global scales

Risk mapping 

‘what-if’ 

management 

scenarios 

Research capability matrix

Fire 

behaviour

Hydrology Carbon Remote 

sensing

Etc …

Manchester

Liverpool

Etc…
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Inviting researchers to submit a ‘taster slide, which 

can be linked to the matrix.  Biographical style, or:

• Photo of data being collected or a graph, 

• A significant finding and why it’s relevant 

• Contact for further information
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Fire effects on runoff, erosion and water quality
Dr Hugh Smith

School of Environmental Sciences, University of Liverpool, hugh.smith@liverpool.ac.uk

Background: researching wildfire and 

prescribed fire in Australia since 2003: 

published 18 papers and 4 reports for 

management agencies to date.

Aim to apply fire research experience 

and methods in the UK.

Key questions:

1. How does burn patchiness affect 

runoff and sediment connectivity 

from patch to hillslope scales?

2. Can we design prescribed burns to 

minimise possible impacts on soil 

and water resources?

3. Does wildfire present a future 

threat to water supply catchments 

in the UK under a changing 

climate? Cawson et al (2013) - unburnt vegetation buffers 5-10 m in width were highly effective in 

reducing runoff and erosion after prescribed burning

Example paper:  Cawson JG, Sheridan GJ, Smith HG, Lane PNJ (2013) Effects of fire severity and burn patchiness on 

hillslope-scale surface runoff, erosion and hydrologic connectivity in a prescribed burn. Forest Ecology and 

Management, 310: 219-233.
22
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Where next

• Continue to contact researchers identified from LWEC survey 

and networking

• Invite feedback on the draft matrix, including keywords used

• Publish on KfWf website.  Disseminate to practitioners and 

policy-makers via Fire Forums, etc.

• Dynamic, will evolve as others add data

Ideally:

• Invite a wider range of other institutions and scientists to 

contribute, including social scientists 

• Extend to UK-based researchers working internationally, 

• Deeper analysis, e.g. social network analysis (who works with 

who)
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Thank you for listening

julia.mcmorrow@manchester.ac.uk

www.kfwf.org.uk

john.dold@manchester.ac.uk
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